PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Kindergarten


Motor Skills and Movement Patterns:  Students demonstrate competency in motor skills and movement patterns needed to perform a variety of physical activities.

K.1 Students observe, learn, practice, and develop basic (fundamental) locomotor (traveling actions), nonlocomotor (movement in place), and manipulative (object handling movements.  In kindergarten a foundation is established to facilitate continued motor skill acquisition which gives students the capacity for successful levels of performance as they develop.


SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
K.1.1
Perform basic fundamental) locomotor skills.






Example: Demonstrate walk, run, leap, jump, hop, gallop, slide, and skip in skill development practice/activities (e.g., run when you hear the color of your eyes; jump over a line on the floor; leap over a pillow).

   Fitness Frenzy, Back to Back
Skills Test

Teacher Observation
K.1.2
Perform basic nonlocomotor skills.







Example: Demonstrate balance on stable and unstable objects (e.g., walk on a rope on the floor, a balance board, on top of tires) and/or demonstrate weight transfer/tumbling skills (e.g., log roll, egg roll, forward roll).

Obstacle Course, Stations
Skills Test

Teacher Observation


K.1.3
Perform basic manipulative skills.






Example: Demonstrate eye-hand and eye-foot coordination skills (e.g., throw a ball above head, hit a balloon with hands, strike a balloon with a racquet, bounce a ball, kick a stationary ball).

Stations
Teacher Observation
K.1.4
Perform basic movements in a rhythmic manner.






Example: Perform locomotor skills to a specific rhythm (e.g., walk to the rhythm as the teacher gives/calls directions for simple circle dance; walk to drum beat; jump over a stationary rope on the floor while counting in a rhythm.
Chicken Dance, LaRaspa, Hokey Pokey
Macarena, Parachute Routines

Teacher Observation





Movement Concepts: Students demonstrate an understanding of movement concepts, principles, strategies, and tactics as they apply to the learning and performance of physical activities.

K.2 Students learn to utilize cognitive information to understand motor skill acquisition.  Knowledge of basic movement concepts (body, spatial, directional, and temporal awareness) enhance independent learning and effective participation in physical activity.


SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
K.2.1
Demonstrate basic (fundamental) movement vocabulary and cue words for learning skills.



Example: Recognize movements and cues (e.g., gallop cue: leader leg; forward roll cue: be small and roll like a ball; kick a ball cure: toe down).

Teacher Directed Movements

Teacher Observation
K.2.2
Demonstrate variations in moving with spatial, directional, and temporal awareness.





Example: Move in various directions (forward, backward, sideward), at various levels (high, low), in various patterns (straight, curved), and at various speeds (fast, slow) in skill development activities (e.g., walk on a curved rope on the floor; stretch high, low level for a crab walk; run fast in a tag game).Teacher Dir. Movement
Teacher Observation
Skills Test
K.2.3
Identify and demonstrate basic principles for learning basic movement skills.




Example: Verbally identify and practice the basic principles for balance (e.g., arms extended for walking on a balance board), basic footwork skills (e.g., soccer ball dribble with soft taps of feet), and catching a ball (e.g., reach out with hands).    Obstacle Course
Teacher Observation




Physical Activity: Students participate regularly in physical activity.


K.3 Regular participation in physical activity enhances physical and psychological health, provides for social opportunities, and contributes to quality of life.  Students have more opportunities to enjoy physical activity and discover that hard work is required to learn new skills.  They engage in developmentally appropriate activities that help them develop movement competence.


SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
K.3.1
Show skills and knowledge acquired in physical education class during after school physical activities.



Example: Demonstrate willing participation in active play at recess, in unstructured play with friends and family, or in community recreation/sport leagues (e.g., teacher initiates conversation with students for informal assessment of after school physical activity participation). 
Family Fitness Calendars
Teacher Observation


Activities –
Zookeeper Tag, Cookie Monster, Mr. Jaws
Family Fitness Calendar 
K.3.2
Display enjoyment in participation in moderate to vigorous physical activity in physical education class and in after school time.





Example: Express enthusiasm and enjoyment while being physically active (e.g., choose favorite games to play; willingly participate in learning new movement skills; choose to be active at recess.

Cookie Monster, Gingerbread Man, Mr. Jaws
Teacher Observation
Fitness Calendar





Health-Enhancing Physical Fitness: Students achieve and maintain a health-enhancing level of physical fitness.

K.4 Young children engage in a variety of physical activities that serve to promote an active lifestyle.  The development of students’ health knowledge and movement skills begin in kindergarten.  Improvement of students’ physical fitness abilities will continue to develop.	


SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
K.4.1
Demonstrate improved cardiorespiratory endurance.









Example: Engage in vigorous activity, progressing from short periods to longer periods of time (e.g., chasing and fleeing physical fitness activity/game, skill development activity, walk/run at one’s individual pace at an outdoor fitness trail; playground fitness stations).

Mini Miles, Jump Rope counting and
Timing. Utilize different time intervals-
30, 45, and 60 seconds.
Teacher Observation

Skills Testing
K.4.2
Demonstrate improved muscular strength and endurance.

Example: Improve upper body and abdominal strength by engaging in specific exercises throughout the school year (e.g., shoulder touches, modified push-ups, v-sit, modified crunch).
Exercise Circuit
Teacher Observation
K.4.3
Demonstrate improved flexibility in three different joints.




Example: Demonstrate engagement in specific stretches to improve lower back flexion (e.g., seated and standing straddle stretches, seal stretch).
Warm-up Exercises
Exercise Circuit
Teacher Observation
K.4.4
Identify the basic effects of physical activity on heart and lung function.








Example: Observe and feel fast heart and breathing rates when engaged in skill development and physical fitness activities (e.g., feel a slow heart rate and observe a show breathing rate before skill and fitness stations begin, after ten or more minutes feel and observe fast heart and breathing rates).

Stations utilizing cardio exercises, Jump
rope
Teacher Observation

Taking pulse after 10 or more minutes.



Responsible Personal and Social Behavior: Students exhibit responsible personal and social behavior that respects self and others in physical activity settings.

K.5 Students develop respect for individual similarities and differences (i.e., motor performance, mental and physical abilities, physical characteristics, race, and socioeconomic status) through positive interaction among participants in physical activity.  Students understand that cooperation promotes success in activity settings.


SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
K.5.1
Identify and demonstrate an understanding of rules and safety practices for games and other physical activities.



Example: Exhibit successful participation in activities/games with boundary lines (e.g., cones and lines indicate activity parameters) and understand rules for safe active play (e.g., awareness of personal space).Cookie Monster, Gingerbread Man, Mr. Jaws
Teacher Observation
K.5.2
Exhibit a willingness to follow basic directions for an active class.






Example: Respond to teacher’s signals for start and stop, verbal cues, directions, and visual demonstrations.

Utilize hand motions for quick classroom
organization-line up on sideline, endline,
and center circle.
Teacher Observation
K.5.3
Show a positive attitude toward self and others during physical activity.





Example: Exercise alone and exercise with other children in which differences exist (e.g., ability, race, gender, and socioeconomic status.

Back to Back
Teacher Observation
K.5.4
Demonstrate respect for other children in physical education class.





Example: Practice a skill with the person or group to which one is assigned.

Partner activities – Bounce and chest
Passes.  Switch partners after a given 
period of time.  Back to Back and the
Chicken Dance. 
Teacher Observation










Value of Physical Activity: Students value physical activity for health, enjoyment, challenge, self-expression, and/or social interaction.

K.6 Enjoyable and challenging physical activity will develop self-confidence and promote a positive self-image.  The intrinsic benefit of participation is for students to enjoy being physically active.


SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
K.6.1
Express enjoyment and self-confidence when participating in movement experiences.



Example: Demonstrate active participation in a child-centered lesson for learning new3 skills (e.g., teacher plans developmentally appropriate lessons to minimize the effect of initial failures: physical fitness activities/games that do not eliminate students, use of balloons for striking with a racquet or paddle, use lightweight balls for bouncing.
Stations
Teacher Observation
K.6.2
Discuss personal opinions about participation in physical activity.








Example: Express verbal feedback of an activity to the teacher (e.g., teacher evaluates a lesson by informally asking students their opinion of a game/activity and observes if participation was active or passive).

Large circle students at the end of class.
Ask questions about activities after
student participation.
Teacher Observation


K.6.3
Acquire new skills and demonstrate a determination to develop those skills





Example: Demonstrate active engagement in the physical education lesson; student actively participates with little or no prompting from the teacher.

Participate in skill drills involving
repetitive movements such as throwing
over and underhanded, jumping ropes and
hula hoops.
Teacher Observations























PHYSICAL EDUCATION
First Grade 


Motor Skills and Movement Patterns:  Students demonstrate competency in motor skills and movement patterns needed to perform a variety of physical activities.

K.1 Students observe, learn, practice, and develop fundamental movements.  In first grade, this foundation continues to be established and reinforced to facilitate motor skill acquisition which gives students the capacity for successful levels of performance as they mature.  Locomotor (traveling actions), nonlocomotor (movement in place), and manipulative (object handling) skills are being combined at a fundamental level to challenge the students.


SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
1.1.1
Perform locomotor skills with developmentally appropriate challenges to reinforce learning of basic movements.
Example: Demonstrate locomotor movements in basic combinations 

Fitness Frenzy, Snake Scramble
Music – The Freeze
Teacher Observation



1.1.2
Perform nonlocomotor skills with developmentally appropriate challenges to reinforce learning fundamental movements.





Example: Demonstrate static balances (e.g., one leg balance, two hands and one foot balance) and dynamic balance on stable and unstable objects (e.g., walk backwards on a balance board, walk forward on a balance board and step over objects, walk on a pattern of stepping stones, jump on a pattern of poly spots).
Obstacle Course
Teacher Observation
Skills Test


1.1.3
Perform manipulative skills with developmentally appropriate challenges to reinforce learning fundamental movements.
Example: Demonstrate eye-hand and eye-foot coordination in skill development practice/activities and physical fitness activities/games (e.g., with a baseball bat hit a ball off a tee; consecutively catch self-tossed beach ball; kick a ball with power; bounce or dribble a ball while kneeling; jump a stationary rope on the floor and progress to a self-turned rope).
Teacher Observation
Skills Test




Activities -Station work-throwing and
kicking at wall targets.  Practice hitting with hands, paddles, and scoops
1.1.4
Perform fundamental rhythmic skills alone, with a partner, or in a group.








Example: Perform a simple dance 
(e.g., walk, march, slide, and user a partner elbow swing in circle and line dances); demonstrate jumping rope, progressing to a consistent rhythm (e.g., stationary rope on the floor and progress to a self-turned rope); or demonstrate consistent bouncing (dribbling) of a ball.
Teacher directed movements.  Different
Combinations of movement with numbers, shapes, colors and letters.

Geo Motion Mats, Jump Rope Timing
Teacher Observation











Movement Concepts: Students demonstrate an understanding of movement concepts, principles, strategies, and tactics as they apply to the learning and performance of physical activities.

1.2 Students learn to utilize cognitive information to reinforce the fundamental motor skills they acquired in kindergarten.  Knowledge and application of movement concepts (body awareness, spatial awareness, qualities of movement, relationships) and strategies enhance independent learning and effective participation in physical activity.


SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
1.2.1
Demonstrate fundamental movement vocabulary and cue words for learning skills.



Example: Recognize movements and cues (e.g., step forward on the opposite foot throwing cue: step with the other foot).

Hokey Pokey, Cha-Cha Slide, parachute
routines
Skills Test
Teacher Observation
1.2.2
Identify and demonstrate the basic principles of age appropriate locomotor, nonlocomotor and manipulative skills.







Example: Verbally identify and practice the basic elements for bouncing (dribbling) a ball (e.g., keep ball below the waist, pads of fingers push the ball, dribble ball to the side).

Dribbling Numbers-Using paper balloons
or other shapes on floor, students dribble
a ball to other balloons that have numbers
on them. Students dribble number of times each balloon has on it.
Peer Observation
Teacher Observation
Skills Test
1.2.3
Demonstrate variations in moving with directional, spatial and temporal awareness.








Example: Move in various directions (e.g., forward, backward, sideward, left, right, up, down) at various levels (high, medium, low), in various patterns (straight, curved, zigzag), and at various speeds (fast, medium, slow) in skill development activities (e.g., walk sideward as bouncing the ball, crab walk backwards at a low level, or jump a zigzag poly spot pattern.
Teacher Observation
Skills Test

Activities-Utilize CD’s such as The Freeze
and Animal Antics.  Utilize hula hoops for 
activities such as Driving My Car, and Mowing the Yard. 
1.2.4
Identify major body parts, muscles and bones used to move and support the body.





Example: Verbally and visually identify body parts, muscles and bones (e.g., head, arm, chest, lungs; head, biceps, triceps; skull, ribs).

Fitness Twister, Hokey Pokey, Geo Motion Mats, Fitness Frenzy
Teacher Observation







Physical Activity: Students participate regularly in physical activity.

1.3 Students begin to understand how being physically active contributes to their health.  Regular participation in physical activity enhances the physical and psychological health of the body, provides for social opportunities, and contributes to quality of life.  Students learn to enjoy physical activity and discover that hard work is required to learn new skills.  They engage in developmentally appropriate activities that help them improve movement competence.


SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
1.3.1
Engage in health-related physical fitness activities or games during physical education class, recess, and/or leisure time with one’s family and friends.


Example: Participate in physical fitness activities/games, playground activities, swimming, walking, riding a bicycle, playing in the snow, and/or tennis.

Fitness Calendar
Teacher Observation
Fitness Observation
1.3.2
Record participation in physical activities by type of activity and time.





Example: Write and draw periodically in a student activity portfolio about the physical fitness activities/games and/or sport skills that one enjoys playing to be healthy.

Fitness Calendar
Student Activity Portfolios
Fitness Calendar





Health-Enhancing Physical Fitness: Students achieve and maintain a health-enhancing level of physical fitness.

1.4 Young children engage in a variety of physical activities that serve to promote an active lifestyle.  In first grade, students begin to understand the effects of physical activity on the body: increased heart rate, increased rate of respiration and an increase in perspiration during exercise.  They participate in activities produce within their bodies.  Improvement of students’ physical fitness is expected.


SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
1.4.1
Demonstrate how increasing the intensity of an activity will increase the heart rate.




Example; Describe and monitor the difference in the heart rate during a five minute warm-up walk, run or stretching as compared to 20 minutes of motor skill development and physical fitness stations.
Mini miles and Jump Roping, 6 Corners
Teacher Observation

Peer Assessment
1.4.1
Describe the basic effect of regular exercise on muscles.







Example: Compare the scores from three exercise trials and draw conclusions (e.g., at the beginning of the school year, record the score achieved for a specific muscle group exercise; complete mid-year and final year-end trials.

Students compare activities such as jump
roping, push ups, sit ups, and shuttle run.

Teacher Observation
Student Portfolios
1.4.3
Perform exercises for muscle groups that are strengthened by specific exercises.





Example: Identify and perform the exercises which strengthen the abdominal muscles and those which strengthen the arm muscles (e.g., v-sit, modified crunch, shoulder touches, modified push-ups, crab walk, partner over and under push-ups).

Exercise circuit

Student Oral Explanations
Teacher Observation
1.4.4
Participate in activities that increase cardiorespiratory endurance.




Example: Demonstrate engagement in physical fitness activities and describe the effects of exercise on the heart and lungs (e.g., increased heart and breathing rates, increase in perspiration).
Students bring in pictures and identify games and activities that are aerobic.
Teacher Observation



Activities -Mini miles, Jump roping, and The Freeze
1.4.5
Demonstrate stretches that will improve flexibility.




Example: Demonstrate standing straddle tow touch, splits, lunge, and seal stretches.

Students perform above  exercises and
 other exercises such as hurdle stretch and twisters.

Teacher Observation


1.4.6
Participate in an active physical education class to maintain age appropriate intensity and duration for improved physical fitness.










Example: Participate in skill development activities and/or games for 20 minutes or more in each physical education class to maintain or improve cardiorespiratory endurance, muscle strength and endurance, and flexibility (e.g., partners take turns to run/walk a lap, with the non-runner choosing a skill development practice station, combined with 20 second periodic breaks for upper body and abdominal exercises and stretching; obstacle course designed with a variety of movement and physical fitness challenges).


Teacher Observation





Activities – Obstacle Course and Continuous Tag



Responsible Personal and Social Behavior: Students exhibit responsible personal and social behavior that respects self and others in physical activity settings.


1.5 Students develop respect for individual similarities and differences through positive interaction among participants in physical activity.  Variations exist in motor performance, mental and physical abilities, physical characteristics, race, and socioeconomic status.  Cooperation and teamwork promote personal and group success in activity settings.  Students learn and apply safety practices.


SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
1.5.1
Identify and demonstrate safety practices and personal responsibility during physical education class, recess and after school physical activities.







Example: Describe safety rules for participating in activities/games with boundary lines (e.g., play in the area identified with cones or lines) in which everyone is moving, and activities/games that involve objects being thrown (e.g., maintain personal space, maintain ready hands and eyes wear tennis shoes, keep hair out of eyes).
Mowing the Yard, Driving My Car-use 
Hoops, Space Tag, The Freeze





Teacher Observation
1.5.2
Demonstrate and apply an understanding of rules and directions for an active class.





Example: Practice skills and follow rules and directions when participating in activities/games (e.g., tell what consequences will occur for continued disregard of the rules and directions: 1st-a warning, 2nd- a time out from the practice or game).
Stations and Parachute Activities



Teacher Observation


1.5.3
Demonstrate cooperative play with children of varying abilities.






Example: Participate with a child of different ability (e.g., less fit, more skilled) in class activities (e.g., student and classmate cooperatively play together in an indoor soccer leadup game).


Over and Under and Hula Hoop Circle







Teacher Observation
1.5.4
Demonstrate respect and compassion for children with individual differences.





Example: Dance with an assigned classmate; support the participation of a student with a disability in a skill development or physical fitness activity/game.


Parachute Activities







Teacher Observation





Value of Physical Activity: Students value physical activity for health, enjoyment, challenge, self-expression, and/or social interaction.

1.6 Enjoyable and challenging physical activities will develop self-confidence and promote a positive self-image.  In first grade, children begin to recognize their own abilities and choose activities/sports to improve their skills.

SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
1.6.1
Identify personal goals and demonstrate a willingness to achieve specific movement skills and physical fitness challenges.






Example: identify goals, with teacher guidance, and practice to improve and achieve goals (e.g., land on feet for cartwheel improvement and success; overhand throw to hit the target from a 10 foot distance for overhand throw success; reach or exceed a personal goal one can walk/run laps in 10 minutes for cardiorespiratory improvement and success).


Teacher Observation


Activities – Cupstacking, Jump rope, Hula
Hoops, and Shooting Baskets
1.6.2
Respond to and apply basic skill elements, given by the teacher, for learning and developing motor skills.



Example: Demonstrate skill acquisition and/or improvement when striking with a racquet (e.g., keep wrist firm on the racquet handle, put two hands on the handle, watch the balloon/ball, move feet).
Stations


Teacher Observation, Peer Observation
1.6.3
Demonstrate self-expression in a physical activity setting.

Example; Show creativity in a partner Follow the Leader game with bouncing (dribbling) a ball (e.g., one students, as a leader, creates a ball bouncing sequence as a classmate follows.

Teacher Observation

Activities – Simon.  Students design ropes
or hoops on floor, and each student utilizes different jumps to jump over and through.


1.6.4
Express enthusiasm for participating in physical activity.
Example: Express excitement for physical education class with verbal and nonverbal communication about skill development     activities and/or physical fitness      activities/games (e.g., the teacher uses conversation from students and observation of students to evaluate a lesson). 



Teacher Observation

Activity – Students draw picture representing how they feel when participating in a certain physical activity.





PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Second Grade 


Motor Skills and Movement Patterns:  Students demonstrate competency in motor skills and movement patterns needed to perform a variety of physical activities.

2.1 Students are practicing, developing, and refining fundamental movement skills to achieve maturity.  In second grade, students are able to combine locomotor (traveling actions), nonlocomotor (movement in place), and manipulative (object handling) skills.  Students practice and develop these combinations of fundamental skills.


SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
2.1.1
Perform locomotor skills proficiently and in combinations with developmentally appropriate challenges.
Example: Demonstrate locomotor moving in basic combinations in skill development practice/activities and physical fitness activities/games (e.g., run and leap over a series of obstacles, hop and jump a pattern of a floor ladder, walk and skip in a dance.


Teacher assessment of locomotor skills

Student self-assessment of skill combinations
2.1.2
Perform stability skills proficiently and in combinations, with developmentally appropriate challenges.





Example: Demonstrate static balance and dynamic balance in combinations on stable and unstable objects (e.g., walk on a balance board on an incline, travel over ties and carry an object extended above head, skip on a balance board, perform a one leg pose on a stepping stone); weight transfer/tumbling skills (e.g., tumbling routine with four skills).


Peer assessment

Teacher assessment (visual/ verbal assessment)


2.1.3
Perform manipulative skills proficiently with developmentally appropriate challenges.







Example: Demonstrate eye-hand and eye-foot coordination skills in physical fitness activities/games (e.g., develop coordination and accuracy in the overhand throw to a target with increasing distances; pass a beach ball over a 5 – 6 foot high net with the overhand technique; develop new footwork and skills for jumping rope: skier, one foot, turn the rope backwards).

Teacher assessment

Peer work throwing and catching various size and types of balls

2.1.4
Perform fundamental rhythmic skills proficiently alone, with a partner or in a group.




Example: Perform a dance with challenging steps (e.g., dos-a-dos and sashay with a partner in circle and line dances); demonstrate a consistent rhythm while jumping rope, (e.g., achieve 15 or more consecutive jumps while jumping to music).


Self-assessment

Group work
2.1.5
Perform locomotor and manipulative combined skills with developmentally appropriate challenges.






Example: Demonstrate motor skill combinations in skill development practice-activities and physical fitness activities/games (e.g., while bouncing a ball, walk/run to pick up items from the floor and take to a collection box; dribble and pass the ball to a teammate in an indoor soccer leadup game; while walking, toss and catch a beanbag on a racquet or paddle).


Skill assessment during scavenger hunt with a group

Peer practice (keep away dribbling basketball)






Motor Concepts:  Students demonstrate an understanding of movement concepts, principles, strategies, and tactics as they apply to the learning and performance of physical activities.

2.2 Students learn to utilize cognitive information to achieve mature (proficient) fundamental motor skills.  Knowledge and application of movement concepts (body, spatial, directional, and temporal awareness), relationships, and strategies enhance independent learning and effective participation in physical activity.


SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
2.2.1
Identify and demonstrate efficient movement with objects that present balance, change of direction and spatial awareness challenges.

Example: successfully navigate through an obstacle course (e.g., over and under hurdles, stepping stones, travel over tires, crawl through a tunnel, travel through a mat maze, jump down from a height, walk on a balance board carrying an object).


Peer assessment in groups
2.2.2
Identify and begin to demonstrate techniques for efficient and safe movement.



Example: Demonstrate straight arms with a cartwheel; a landing with soft knees/slight flex when jumping down from a height; jumping on balls of the feet and keeping arms and hands at sides when jumping rope.



Teacher assessment of locomotor skills with and without objects
2.2.3
Identify and apply the basic elements for efficient locomotor, nonlocomotor, stability, and manipulative skills.







Example: Verbally identify and practice the basic elements for gallop (e.g., moving forward: step, together, step, together); cartwheel (e.g., straight arms and hand, hand, foot, foot); overhand throw to a target (e.g., opposite should points to the target, elbow back, ball back, step and turn to face target, throw); jumping rope (e.g., jump softly on balls of feet, keep arms and hands at sides then turning the rope): jumping from a 1 to 3 foot height (e.g., balanced landing with soft knees/slight bend and arms extend out).




Begin with warm-up of skills then assess skill to test for mastery.


2.2.4
Understand and demonstrate strategies for active games.






Example: Recognize and apply basic strategies in playing games (e.g., small-sided defense and offense skills in an indoor soccer leadup game played with four high density foam balls; fast running, dodging and agility skills in a tag game).


Basketball skill assessment of dribbling and protecting basketball

Soccer skill assessment of dribbling and control the ball while moving up and down the field/court.
2.2.5
Develop selected academic concepts to integrate in fitness workouts and/or games.






Example: Apply interdisciplinary connections while jumping rope by solving math problems or spelling words (e.g., jump the answer to a math problem: 5 + 8; spell words with warm-up exercises: day of the week, words from spelling lists, names of muscles; body, muscles, and bones quiz station in a physical fitness activity.


Check pulse after a variety of activities.  Learn to calculate pulse into heart rate.  Check pulse before and after calculations to check for math.

Count forwards, backwards, by 2’s, 3’s, 5’s, and 10’s in various activities.




Physical Activity: Students participate regularly in physical activity.

2.3 Second grade students enjoy learning new skills and they recognize their development competence in movement abilities. Enjoyable and challenging physical activity will develop self-confidence and promote a positive self-image.  They observe positive attitudes of athletes and family members engaged in physical activity/


SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
2.3.1
Participate actively in all physical education classes and in unorganized or organized physical fitness and play opportunities during after school time.
Example: Enter a game situation, skills practice, and/or family physical activity voluntarily (e.g., competition is minimal to encourage participation).


2.3.2
Participates in and keeps a record of activities outside of physical education class that provide opportunities to demonstrate a healthy lifestyle.


Example: Record participation time from a gymnastics, swimming, martial arts class, or other physical activities in a student activity portfolio (e.g., child-friendly designed weekly chart is provided for periodic activity recording).



Daily activity log/ journal




Health-Enhancing Physical fitness: Students achieve and maintain a health-enhancing level of physical fitness.


2.4 The development of students’ health knowledge and movement skills continue in second grade.  Students participate in physical activity for a longer time and at a higher intensity.  Their physical fitness is expected to improve and be maintained.  The relationship between physical fitness and an active lifestyle is emphasized.


SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
2.4.1
Participate in an active physical education class to maintain the intensity and duration for improved physical fitness.








Example: participate in skill development activities/games and physical fitness activities for 20 minutes or more to maintain or improve cardiorespiratory endurance, muscle strength and endurance, and flexibility (e.g., skill and fitness activities stations: eye-hand coordination skill development practice stations, rope jump station, flexibility station, muscle strength and endurance stations).


Warm-up assessments- increase daily jogging time each week/ every 2 weeks.  Increase number of crunches and jumping jacks each week/ every 2 weeks.

Fitness stations- teacher/ self evaluation
2.4.2
Describe what can happen to the body of a person who does not exercise and who consumes too much food.







Example: Verbally describe how body composition is affected by sedentary activity and food consumption (e.g., class discussion of too much screen time, video games, over-eating and how these affect a healthy level of body fat and muscle).


Daily class discussions about benefits of exercise, playing, and staying active, and negatives of not staying active, playing, exercising, etc..  Students model these behaviors by sharing examples of these topics.

Teacher lead discussions
Peer discussions


2.4.3
Develop and describe the components of health-related physical fitness.




Example: Participate in a circuit training activity and follow with discussion to identify the components of health-related physical fitness (e.g., strong muscles, basic heart and lung function, flexibility, and body fat).



Teacher/ Peer discussions


Teacher assessments
2.4.4
Perform and recognize the difference between high, medium, and low intensity activities for developing cardioresp0iratory endurance.



Example: Identify walking as a low intensity activity, jogging as a medium intensity activity, and running as a high intensity activity for developing cardiorespiratory endurance (e.g., students feel their heart beats and observe their breathing rate after trying each of these levels of activity.


Check pulse after a variety of different activities.

Group discussions about activities that make heart beat faster/ slower.  What does this mean?  









Responsible Personal and Social Behavior: Students exhibit responsible personal and social behavior that respects self and others in physical activity settings.

2.5 Students develop respect for individual similarities and differences through positive interaction among participants in physical activity.  Variations exist in motor performance, mental and physical abilities, physical characteristics, race, and socioeconomic status.  Cooperation and teamwork promote personal and group success in activity settings.  Students continue to learn and apply safety practices in an active class.

SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
2.5.1
Identify and demonstrate safety practices and personal responsibility for an active class and games.

Example: Describe safety rules for participating in activities/games with boundary lines (e.g., play in the area identifies with cones or lines), activities/games in which everyone is moving and that involve objects being thrown (e.g., maintain personal space, maintain ready hands and eyes, wear tennis shoes, keep hair out of eyes); notify the teacher if a student has an injury so activity can be suspended and care provided to the student.


Student verbal assessment- student shows knowledge of boundary lines in basketball (what the different lines mean to the game).  Have knowledge of boundary lines in soccer and floor hockey along with goal lines for floor hockey and soccer.
2.5.2
Demonstrate and apply rules and directions for an active class.







Example: Recall rules before participating in an activity/game and describe positive and negative consequences (e.g., sticker reward for following rules and directions; lst- a warning, 2nd- a time out from class activity for disregarding rules and directions).

Student/ Peer/ and Group discussions of rules and peer demonstrations.

Discuss classroom rules and consequences for breaking rules.

Class reward system- working to earn 30 points as a class for a Free Day


2.5.3
Demonstrate cooperative play with a partner and small or large groups regardless of conflict with honesty and respect).





Example: Demonstrate a positive attitude for all classmates in skill development and personal differences.

Work with a variety of different people throughout the class (boys, girls, friends, people you do not normally work with, etc.)  

For every “needs to correct” student gives peer 2 positives of what they are doing well/ correctly.
2.5.4
Demonstrate respect and compassion for students with individual differences.




Example: Demonstrate assistance and encouragement to a peer who is struggling with a skill (e.g., verbal and nonverbal language is used respectfully with peers)/

Higher skilled students partner up with students are not as familiar with skill/ activity

Have kids pair up with someone new/ different





Value of Physical Activity: Students value physical activity for health, enjoyment, challenge, self-expression, and/or social interaction.

2.6 Students continue to understand how being physically active contributes to their health and ability to learn.  Regular participation in physical activity enhances the physical and psychological health of the body, social opportunities, and quality of life.  Students also begin to observe the negative consequences of physical inactivity.  Social interaction is enhanced with their ability to work cooperatively in a group.


SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
2.6.1
Identify personal goals and demonstrate a willingness to achieve specific movement skills and physical fitness challenges.

Example: Identify goals to achieve, self determined and/or teacher determined, and practice to improve skills (e.g., jump rope skills for improvement and success: turning the rope backwards, skier jump, side straddle jump; 15 or more bump-ups with a racquet or a paddle for eye-hand coordination improvement and success; reach or exceed the personal goal one can walk/run laps in 10 minutes for cardiorespiratory improvement and success).

Self- evaluation- increase number of laps in timed run/ increase distance during timed run/ decrease time during a set number of laps.

Teacher record times/ laps/ distance
2.6.2
Respond to and apply basic skill elements, given by the teacher, for learning and developing motor skills.




Example: Demonstrate skill improvement and/or acquisition when striking a beach ball and progressing to a trainer volleyball (e.g., various sizes: medium and large; light weight and oversized) with forearms/bumping (e.g., hands together, arms straight, watch the ball, move feet, arms meet the ball gently.



Teacher observation and assessment.


Self- evaluation of skills


2.6.3
Express enthusiasm as a result of participation in physical activity.










Example: Express excitement for physical education class with verbal and nonverbal communication after participation in skill development activities and/or physical fitness activities/games (e.g., the teacher uses conversation from students and observation of students to evaluate a lesson); willingly self evaluates specific motor skill or physical fitness improvement (e.g., the teacher designs an age appropriate checklist for student self evaluation).


Teacher demonstration and modeling of enthusiasm for physical education and physical activity.

Talk to students before, during, and after class about various activities.






PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Third Grade


Motor Skills and Movement Patterns:  Students demonstrate competency in motor skills and movement patterns needed to perform a variety of physical activities.

3.1 By third grade, most students have developed mature (proficient) fundamental locomotor (traveling actions), nonlocomotor (movement in place), and manipulative (object handling) skills.  They begin to practice these skills to adapt and refine them to be used in a variety of games.


SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
3.1.1
Demonstrate mature fundamental locomotor and manipulative movement skills with variations.





Example: Demonstrate variations of jumping (e.g., vertical, horizontal) and throwing a ball (e.g., two hands, underhand, sidearm).

Side step and bounce pass with a partner down the court, shift over to come back down the court.





Teacher observation
Skills test
3.1.2
Demonstrate different fundamental movement skills to form increasingly complex skills.

Example: Combine bouncing (dribbling) a ball while running at different speeds, using the inside and outside of the feet, and passing accurately to a teammate.
Teacher observation
3.1.3
Utilize manipulative equipment combined with movement skills to perform specific sport skills.




Example: Use an appropriate size bat and demonstrate striking a ball that is tossed by a partner; use a short handled paddle or racquet to strike a moving object (e.g., ball, shuttlecock/birdie, etc.); manipulate tininkling sticks in a rhythmic manner in a dance.
Throw a ball to your partner while he/she is hula hoping.  Switch.







Peer observation
Teacher observation
3.1.4
Demonstrate movement skills and patterns following specific rhythms.



Example: Perform a ball routine consisting of a bounce, pass and catch with a partner in rhythm to the music.

Perform the cupid shuffle to the music in groups and as a whole group.




Peer observation
Teacher observation





Movement Concepts: Students demonstrate an understanding of movement concepts, principles, strategies, and tactics as they apply to the learning and performance of physical activities.

3.2  Students explore movement concepts (body awareness, spatial awareness, qualities of movement, relationships) that allow them to adapt to changes in their environment.  As they gain more motor control, students begin to adapt their skills in order to produce efficient movement.


SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
3.2.1
Describe various balance forms utilizing base of support concepts.
Example: Demonstrate stability awareness (e.g., lower center of gravity, wide base of support, number of balance points for more stability) as applied to stable bases of support (e.g., arabesque or scale, wrestler’s bridge, tripod, bear walk, football stance).
Skills test
3.2.2
Describe movement principles and apply mature movement patterns in various manipulative challenges.


Example: Identify striking a ball (batting), juggling, and alternating toe touches as being skills that cross the midline; observe the performance of others (in class, on videotape) to detect performance errors in efficient movement.
Participate in a relay race using cup stacking, push ups, jumping jacks, etc.








Skills tests 
Teacher observation
3.2.3
Describe and demonstrate the use of force to move objects various distances.




 
Example: Practice kicking a ball with ankle flexion, knee extension, and hip flexion producing light, medium, and hard force (power) to observe the distance the ball travels at each level of force.

Cage ball – Split into two teams.  Have students roll balls down the court to knock a beach ball out of the caged area (round circle in middle of gym floor).Explain how more force is needed if the ball is farther away. 

Bounce pass with a partner. Step back after both partners have bounced.  Explain how more force is needed the farther back you are.






Teacher observation
Peer observation




















Physical Activity: Students participate regularly in physical activity.

3.3 Students are actively involved in activities that produce higher levels of physical fitness.  Most are naturally physically active at this age and thrive on activities that provide challenge and opportunities for movement.


SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
3.3.1
Select and participate in moderate to vigorous physical activity in physical education class and during after school time.

Example: Record participation in healthy lifestyle activities/sports while playing with friends and family, and attempt to learn challenging sport skills.

Fuel up to play 60 by logging on the computer activities played in P.E. and after school. 





Check students’ records online.
3.3.2
Identify healthy behaviors that represent a physically active lifestyle.




Example: Discuss quality nutrition and rest for one’s body and how it compliments a physically active lifestyle (e.g., junk food versus fruits and vegetables; cola drinks versus water; lack of rest versus a minimum of 9-10 hours of sleep per night).
Student response








Health-Enhancing Physical Fitness: Students achieve and maintain a health-enhancing level of physical fitness.

3.4 Students identify cause and effect in relationship to a healthy lifestyle.  They are able to demonstrate the components of health-related physical fitness in activities that will produce a training effect.


SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
3.4.1
Participate in self assessments and formal fitness assessments.





Example: Evaluate personal fitness using the results of weekly fitness workouts and a standardized fitness test (e.g., refer to age/grade scores on a chart, determine levels of self improvement).

Perform skills test and chart down results individually.






Self assessment paper
Teacher observation
3.4.2
Identify strengths and areas needing improvement in personal fitness.




Example: Utilize a performance chart from a criterion-referenced assessment to determine if individual fitness level is within the healthy fitness zone (e.g., child-friendly designed weekly chart is provided for periodic activity recording).

Weekly fitness skills performed


Skills test (individual)
One on one conference
Teacher observation





3.4.3
Establish personal goals based upon results of fitness assessments.








Example: Establish a goal to do daily flexibility (range of motion of a joint) exercises with the hamstring muscles (back of thigh) and lower back to improve test results; create a list of physical activities to participate in after school and/or weekends with goals for frequency and duration.
Establish a goal of how many laps to run by the end of school year.









Keep record by each student’s name weekly.
3.4.4
Define and develop the five components of health-related physical fitness.








Example: Describe cardiorespiratory endurance, muscular strength, muscular endurance, flexibility, and body composition and develop skills through a gymnastics circuit (e.g., tumbling skills stations, balance board skills stations, low parallel bars basic skills station, rings basic skills station, vault and take-off board basic skills station, flexibility stations, muscle strength and endurance stations).

Relate each component to exercises and stretches.  Have students describe an exercise or stretch that relates to the components.












Teacher observation
Peer observation
Class discussion


3.4.5
Describe and demonstrate examples of the five components of health-related physical fitness.








Example: Identify and demonstrate an exercise to increase muscular strength of the upper arms (e.g., biceps curt, triceps extension) and/or an awareness of continuous movement in caloric expenditure to achieve healthy level of body composition.

Provide specific stretches and exercises that demonstrates the five components of physical fitness.








Skills test for each component. Example: Ask student to show a stretch or exercise that shows flexibility.
3.4.6
Participate in activities that enhance health-related physical fitness on a regular basis.







Example: Participate in daily aerobic workouts or active games/sports, in physical education class and/or at home, to develop cardiorespiratory endurance.
Provide basic stretches and exercises every gym class that can be done at home daily.

Allow students to introduce any stretch or exercise they may know.
Teacher observation
Peer observation





Responsible Personal and Social Behavior: Students exhibit responsible personal and social behavior that respects self and others in physical activity settings.

3.5 Students begin to experience more activity-based social situations and become more accepting of others.  They can describe rules and policies although during play will need guidance and direction.  Students are aware of right and wrong behaviors as well as safe and unsafe practices in physical activity environments.


SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
3.5.1
Work cooperatively with others to obtain common goals in a game situation.






Example: Practice the instep soccer pass with a partner while applying concepts of movement (e.g., power, direction, time) to make the passes more accurate.

Play barrel ball.  Team works together to get all the balls back into the barrel while the other team is continually kicking and running until all kickers have kicked.  Students left running when balls are all returned need to join opposite team.





Teacher observation
Peer observation
3.5.2
Recognize and avoid unsafe practices and situations.






Example: Adhere to recommended safety rules and use of safety equipment while skating in physical education class, home and/or the community (e.g., wear wrist guards and elbow pads, skate under control).
While running, stay in your running space.  Also, watch others around you.







Teacher observation


3.5.3
Demonstrate respect and compassion for the individual differences of others while participating in physical activities.







Example: Share equipment with classmates of varying ability (lower fitness, more skill) during physical activities; choose to participate in a game or dance activity with a classmate of another gender, race, culture, or country.

Participate in a warm up activity such as bounce pass the basketball down the court and choosing someone different each round until told to stop.







Teacher observation
Peer observation
3.5.4
Encourage classmates who demonstrate difficulty with skill performance.






Example: Express encouragement to a classmate attempting to finish the one mile walk/run at a comfortable pace; help a classmate learn and practice a new skill.

Focus in on what the student can do or is trying to do.

Provide positive feedback.





One on one conference













Value of Physical Activity: Students value physical activity for health, enjoyment, challenge, self-exp0ression, and/or social interaction.

3.6 Students develop an increased awareness of the importance of health-related physical fitness.  They can describe activities that enhance fitness and which are enjoyable to do with friends.  Students accept challenges in activities that involve new or recently attained skills.


SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
3.6.1
Demonstrate feelings through a pattern of locomotor and nonlocomotor movements.
Example: Create a dance that expresses a variety of emotions (e.g., happiness, sadness, excitement, calmness).
Teacher observation
3.6.2
Express enjoyment when applying new skills while participating in partner and group physical activities.

Example: Choose to do an activity at recess with a friend rather than by self; move with a partner over, under, and through an obstacle course while helping each other as needed.

Students show interest in activity out side of P.E. class.






Correspond with classroom teacher or recess duty teacher.
3.6.3
Participate in cooperative problem-solving physical activity challenges.





Example: participate in a cooperative education initiative, with a small group of students, in an attempt to move from one side of the activity area to the other using a variety of equipment (e.g., long boards, scooters, carpet squares).

Have students participate in a game such as barrel ball or hoopla where students have to work together.







Teacher observation


PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Fourth Grade


Motor Skills and Movement Patterns:  Students demonstrate competency in motor skills and movement patterns needed to perform a variety of physical activities.

4.1 Students begin fourth grade with refined movement skills and work toward demonstrating correct form in locomotor (traveling actions), n9nlocomotor (movement in place), and manipulative object handling), skills. Variations of motor skills are combined to form more complex patterns (combinations) of movement.  These combinations are then applied in specialized skills for individual, dual, and/or team sport activities.


SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
4.1.1
Demonstrate mature movement patterns in locomotor, nonlocomotor, and manipulative skills.





Example: Demonstrate a mature (proficient) hop (e.g., nonsupport leg flexed 90°, nonsupport thigh lifts with vertical thrust of support foot, grater body lean, rhythmical action of nonsupport leg, arms move together in rhythmical lifting as support foot leaves ground).

Ex. Plyometric warm-up exercises.
Teacher Observation
4.1.2
Practice combinations of movement skills for specific sports.
Example: Perform a catch, dribble, and pass with a ball t a moving partner.
Ex. Frisbee, softball, etc.
Teacher Observation 
Skill Testing
4.1.3
Demonstrate complex patterns of movement.




Example: Design and demonstrate a movement routine using a series of related movements (e.g., tumbling routine, aerobic dance).

Ex. Tumbling, jump ropes 
Teacher Observation
4.1.4
Demonstrate movement skills and patterns following specific rhythms.




Example: perform a jump rope routine with a partner consisting of a variety of skills in rhythm to music (e.g., skier, criss-cross, side and front straddle); execute and aerobic dance routine in rhythm to music.

Ex. Plyometrics, jump ropes
Teacher Observation
Written Examples








Movement Concepts:  Students demonstrate an understanding of movement concepts, principles, strategies, and tactics as they apply to the learning and performance of physical activities.

4.2 Students strengthen their ability to apply basic concepts of movement (body awareness, spatial awareness, qualities of movement, relationships) to improve their individual performances.  They observe, analyze, and critique their own and other students’ performance.  Students demonstrate an understanding of these movement concepts in their movement performances.


SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
4.2.1
Describe critical elements of correct movement pattern for fundamental movement skills.




Example: Describe and demonstrate body positions for each of the parts of bouncing (dribbling) a ball (e.g., feet placed in narrow stride, flight forward trunk lean, ball held waist high, ball pushed toward ground with fingertips).
Ex. Dribbling

4.2.2
Apply the concept of practice to improve movement skills.



Example: Work toward accurately passing a ball to a target using a chest pass.

Ex. Using a chest pass with a basketball, pass ball to a target successfully 10 times.
Teacher Observation
Skill Testing
4.2.3
Observe the performance of others to provide feedback to help improve motor skills.



Example: Carefully observe another student (in class, on videotape) kicking a ball and complete a peer evaluation with a checklist or rubric.

Ex. Soccer pass
Peer Evaluation
Skill Testing
Teacher Observation


4.2.4
Recognize and describe critical elements of complex movement patterns.




Example: Describe the use of specific body parts and summation of forces (e.g., arms back, knees bent, lower level) for increasing distance in the standing long jump.
Ex. Describe the use of the arms and legs in performing the running long jump.




Skill Test
Checklist
Teacher Observation




Physical Activity: Students participate regularly in physical activity.

4.3 Students begin to develop an understanding of the benefits of participation in health-related physical fitness activities.  They develop awareness about the kinds of activities that are part of a healthy lifestyle and begin to choose moiré of these activities to participate in during their leisure time outside of class.


SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
4.3.1
Identify and demonstrate the physical, mental, social, and emotional benefits of participation in health-related physical fitness activities.







Example: List the benefits that result from participation in physical fitness activities (e.g., decreases heart disease, strengthens sport performance, increases mental alertness, improves attention and memory, improves self-esteem, decreases stress); and/or contrast excessive sedentary activities to a physically active lifestyle (e.g., TV, video games, screen time versus ice skating, swimming, hiking).

Ex. Discuss the benefits that result from the participation in health-related activities.
Quiz
Worksheets

4.3.2
Demonstrate regular participation in health-related physical fitness activities outside of class.


Example: Participate in family fitness activities or practice independently for a youth sport league two to three afternoons per week.
Ex. Youth League Sports promotion.




Question and answer


4.3.3
Identify and participate in lifetime physical activities.





Example: Discuss why tennis, softball, swimming, golfing, hiking, and jogging learned in physical education class are considered lifetime physical activities that can be enjoyed in the community.

Ex. Bowling, Frisbee, Golf, Jogging
Teacher Observation
	




Health-Enhancing Physical fitness: Students achieve and maintain a health-enhancing level of physical fitness.

4.4 Students begin to understand the cause and effect relationship of physical activity and health.  They are able to analyze criterion-referenced assessment data and develop personal fitness goals.  Students can identify many physical activities that influence health-related physical fitness.


SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
4.4.1
Participate in self-assessments for physical fitness and meet the criterion for specific age groups.





Example: Strive to achieve the healthy fitness zone standard for a criterion-referenced assessment of health-related physical fitness; use results of heart rate monitor or computer generated reports to reinforce fitness understanding.

Ex. Learning about Heart rates



Discussion
Teacher Observation
4.4.2
Establish personal goals based upon results of fitness assessments.




Example: To improve pushup test result, establish a goal to do upper body strength exercises (e.g., partner up of war, pushup hockey, pushup style Tic-Tac-Toe).

Ex. Run for an increasing amount of time
Teacher Observation
4.4.3
Describe exercises/activities that will improve each component of health-related physical fitness.






Example: List specific stretches and activities that will improve flexibility of specific muscle groups (e.g., lower back, hamstrings, quadriceps).

Ex. Describe activites that can be done that will improve flexibility of muscle groups. Inch worms, leg extensions, plyometrics, etc.
Teacher Observation
4.4.4
Participate in an activity program that is designed to improve health-related physical fitness.





Example: Participate in an after school exercise program (e.g., fitness, yoga, walking) several days per week; join family and friends to walk/job at a neighborhood park at least three times per week.

Ex. Family workout plan




Discussion
Written Paper work














Responsible Personal and Social Behavior:  Students exhibit responsible personal and social behavior that respects self and others in physical activity settings.

4.5 Students continue to strengthen cooperation skills that were begun in earlier grades.  They can follow rules and procedures with few reminders.  Students observe differences between themselves and classmates and start to develop an appreciation for these differences.


SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
4.5.1
Exhibit independence and the ability to succeed in groups in physical activity settings.




Example: Participate in cooperative and challenge activities (student designed game); participate cooperatively with friends in a self-officiated game.

Ex. Practice basketball bounce pass with a partner.
Skill Testing
Teacher Observation
4.5.2
Follow rules and safe practices in all class activities without being reminded.

Example: Stop activity immediately upon signal from a student referee.

Ex. Team Leaders
Teacher Observation
4.5.3
Describe the similarities and differences between games of different countries.
Example: Compare and contrast baseball in the United States with Cricket in England.
Discussion
4.5.4
Recognize the various abilities and limitations of classmates and understand the adaptations they make when participating in different physical activities.
Example: While participating blindfolded, students work with a partner to maneuver through an obstacle course.

Ex. Crab Soccer, 
Teacher Observation
Discussion



Value of Physical Activity: Students value physical activity for health, enjoyment, challenge, self-expression, and/or social interaction.

4.6 Students in the fourth grade can list the physical activities they enjoy and understand that satisfaction is dependent upon their competence in the activity.  They willingly participate in new activities and relish opportunities to learn new skills.  However, at this level, students typically participate in activities that offer them the least amount of failure.


SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
4.6.1
Participate in physical activities that are enjoyable.





Example: Participate on the school’s demonstration/after school team for jumping rope; record physical activity participation during recess and after school in student activity portfolio.

Ex. Intramurals




Teacher Observation
4.6.2
Interact positively with classmates and friends in physical activities.




Example: Cooperatively participate in physical activity with friends during physical education class and after school play sessions.

Ex. Participate in games during recess
Teacher Observation
4.6.3
Participate in new and challenging physical activities.





Example: Traverse the low elements on an adventure education initiative (e.g., balance beam, spider web) in physical education class; learn a new physical activity or sport.

Ex. Balance beam, Tumbling

Teacher Observation




PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Grade Five   


Motor Skills and Movement Patterns:  Students demonstrate competency in motor skills and movement patterns needed to perform a variety of physical activities.

5.1 Students continue to achieve maturity with locomotor (traveling actions), nonlocomotor (movement in place) and manipulative (object handling) skills.  They begin the process of integrating (putting together) these skills into a variety of individual and small sided team sports and activities that have been adapted to their developmental level.


SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
5.1.1
Demonstrate the ability to integrate locomotor and nonlocomotor movements in more complex skills.




Example: Demonstrate mature (proficient) movement patterns in increasingly challenging environments (e.g., obstacle course, stunts and tumbling routine).

Ex. Plyometrics, Obstacle course, Catching a fly ball by moving into position and using hands.
Teacher Observation
5.1.2
Develop the ability to manipulate objects with the skills necessary to participate in games and lead up activities.




Example: Engage in leadup activities (mini-game applying several skills) requiring manipulative skills ((e.g., small-sided soccer game with no goalies; three versus three floor hockey or basketball).

Ex. Knockout, Relays, 3 on 3 sports, tumbling sequence


Teacher Observation


5.1.3
Demonstrate the ability to perform more complex rhythmic skills alone and with a partner.


Example: Perform rhythmic movement sequences with music (e.g., cooperative jump rope routine with a partner, basketball dribbling routine, line dance).

Ex. Simple games, tumbling routine
Teacher Observation





Movement Concepts: Students demonstrate an understanding of movement concepts, principles, strategies, and tactics as they apply to the learning and performance of physical activities.

5.2 Students demonstrate an understanding of movement concepts (body awareness, spatial awareness, qualities of movement, relationships) and mature (proficient) movement forms.  They self assess their skills and those of classmates and discuss methods for improving performance.


SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
5.2.1
Identify movement concepts used to refine movement skills.

Example: Describe how timing and power improves performance of propelling a gymnasium-type bowling ball at the pins.
Ex. Discussion of practice improves performance



Teacher Observation
Discussion
5.2.2
Describe and demonstrate critical elements of mature movement patterns.




Example: Describe the movement of the arm and trunk in accurately throwing a ball overhand at a target.

Ex. Soft toss, foam balls, vertical jump while landing in a mature form ( landing on both feet)
Teacher Observation
5.2.3
Critique the performance of a partner by providing feedback to help improve skills.




Example: Observe a classmate (in class, on videotape) kicking a ball at a target and complete a peer evaluation with checklist or rubric.

Ex. Partner Plyometrics, recognizes elements of a catch made by fellow student and provides feedback.
Peer Evaluation
Teacher Observation



Physical Activity: Students participate regularly in physical activity.

5.3 Students develop a more thorough understanding of the relationship between lifestyle and health.  Through observation and analysis, students are able to critique others as they begin to develop an awareness of the physical, mental, social, and emotional importance of physical activity.  Students choose to participate in activities during leisure time that will maintain or enhance health-related physical fitness.


SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
5.3.1
Participate in health-enhancing physical activity.





Example: Establish personal physical activity goals (e.g., independently practice five times a week for participation in a youth soccer league); log participation of after school physical activities in a student activity portfolio.
Ex. Daily Running, Partner Plyometrics
Teacher Observation
5.3.2
Recognize the positive effects of participation in leisure time physical activity.




Example: Awareness of mental benefits (e.g., alertness, focus) of physical activity participation; discuss emotional benefits (e.g., joy, acceptance, satisfaction) of being physically active in a game that is personally enjoyable.
Ex. List responses one feels after being physically active in activities. Participating in Intramurals. 
Written Work
Teacher Observation





Health-Enhancing Physical Fitness: Students achieve and maintain a health-enhancing level of physical fitness.

5.4 As their fitness level improves, students participate in moderate to vigorous activity for longer periods of time.  They are able to describe how improved fitness is achieved and identify what their age appropriate physical fitness goals should be.  Students participate in self- and group- assessment activities.


SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
5.4.1
Establish personal goals to achieve an age appropriate fitness level in all components of health-related physical fitness.

Example: Using the results of a fitness pretest, demonstrate how to set personal fitness goals; using posttest results, determine if goals were achieves.
Ex. Discuss how to set personal fitness goals.



Teacher Observation
Discussion
5.4.2
Demonstrate a healthy level of cardiorespiratory endurance.





Example: participate in an active game for 30 minutes or more while wearing a pedometer and identify the number of steps range to achieve a healthy level for age/grade.

Ex. Daily Running, Plyometrics, Timed Runs. Running for 4-5 min without stopping.
Teacher Observation
5.4.3
Demonstrate age appropriate levels of muscular strength and muscular endurance for major muscle groups.

Example: Participate in a developmentally appropriate exercise circuit designed to improve muscular strength and endurance.

Ex. Calisthenics Circuit
Teacher Observation


5.4.4
Demonstrate a healthy level of flexibility.





Example: Create a warm-up routine to target areas of the body on which the student needs to improve flexibility; practice slow martial arts movements.

Ex. Plyometrics, Calisthenics, Pre-activity warm-ups.
Teacher Observation
5.4.5
Demonstrate a healthy level of body composition.




Example: Measure body fat and calculate body mass index (BMI) to determine if within healthy fitness zone of criterion-reference fitness assessment.

Ex. Discussion of body fat, Play 60.

Teacher Observation
Discussion




Responsible Personal and Social Behavior: Students exhibit responsible personal and social behavior that respects self and others in physical activity settings.

5.5 Students begin to show competence for working independently and cooperatively, in pairs and small groups, as they observe, explore, and apply the principles of physical activity in both physical education class and after school.  They are willing work with classmates of varying abilities and interests and are able to apply conflict management skills when needed.


SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
5.5.1
Demonstrate the qualities of a competent and enthusiastic physical activity participant.


Example: Accept loss with a respectful attitude; win gracefully in game situations.

Ex. Shake hands when finished
Teacher Observation
5.5.2
Perform activities safely and follow rules.




Example: Describe appropriate conduct including social behaviors (e.g., wear provided safety equipment, share by moving the ball around to others, take turns when there is limited equipment).
Ex. Classroom rules, Safety Rules
Teacher Observation
5.5.3
Demonstrate positive attitude towards self and others during physical activity.




Example: Demonstrate a respect for peers of varying skill levels; encourage others, including those on the opposing team, by recognizing their good play.

Ex. Demonstrate and discuss positive sportsmanship
Teacher Observation
5.5.4
Resolve conflict in socially acceptable ways.



Example: Discuss rule infraction with a classmate who does not feel he/she was fouled in the game.

Ex. Sportsmanship and manners
Teacher Observation
Discussion



5.5.5
Accept partners and teammates regardless of personal differences.




Example: Demonstrate acceptance of other’s limitations with positive verbal and nonverbal behavior.

Ex. Partner plyometrics, group games, small games unit.  
Teacher Observation





Value of Physical Activity: Students value physical activity for health, enjoyment, challenge, self-expression, and/or social interaction.

5.6 Students are able to better identify activities they enjoy, as well as those in which they have greater skill or less skill.  They articulate why they like or dislike certain activities.  Although students can work cooperatively, they identify those classmates with whom they prefer playing or engaging in physical activity.  They participate in challenging activities with less intimidation.


SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
5.6.1
Exhibit positive feelings about participation in physical activity.





Example: Celebrate individual success and group accomplishment following the completion of a challenging jump rope routine to music.

Ex. Jump ropes, sticker rewards, group rewards

Teacher Observation
5.6.2
Engage in the challenge of new activities.




Example: Develop skills to participate in new games, sports, or rhythmic activities.

Ex. Teaching of new games, routines, skills. Building up of basketball fundamentals, volleyball. 
Skill Testing
Teacher Observation 
Discussion
5.6.3
Engage in and enjoy independent and interactive physical activity.






Example: Incorporate physical activities with friends and family during leisure time; use fitness-based video games at home; record activity, time, intensity, and social experience in a chart and/or notebook.

Ex. Keeping written logs or journals.
Grading of written logs or journals.
Discussion


5.6.4
Use physical activity as a means of self-expression.





Example: Create and perform a movement sequence with a small group that dramatizes a chapter from a book read in language arts class.

Ex. Developing a small group circuit training workout and then performing it.
Teacher Observation
Grading of written work.


